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Abstract 
A preliminary proposal for bi-cultural management of the eel resource of South Canterbury, intended as a 
basis for negotiation with Maori, is developed after review of relevant information available from within 
the Pakeha culture. The proposal takes into account only previously published Maori viewpoints. 
Frameworks for development of a bi-cultural partnership in resource management in New Zealand based on 
the Treaty ofWaitangi are described. The importance of eels to Maori and to Pakeha is explored. Although 
most Pakeha have little interest in eels, there is a significant commercial fishery and associated eel export 
industry. By contrast, eels are of great significance to Maori, who particularly value them as food. Maori 
have expressed grave concern at the state of the eel fishery, and attribute its decline to commercial fishing, 
habitat destruction and pollution. The recently negotiated arrangements for fishing rights are described. 
Current, and preferred future, management arrangements for the eel fishery are outlined. The proposal for 
bi-cultural management of South Canterbury eels involves closing some areas to commercial fishing, 
developing the commercial fishery along lines negotiated at national level, shifting Crown management of 
the non-commercial eel fishery to the Department of Conservation, and promoting enhancement and 
restoration of eel habitat through a co-operative working party involving all stakeholders. 
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Glossary 
This provides brief descriptions of the meanings attributed to Maori words used in this document. The 
words may have also have other meanings in other contexts. 
hapu 
hinaki 
hui 
iwi 
kai 
kai moana 
kaitiaki I kaitiakitanga 
kawanatangalkawana 
mahinga kai 
mana whellua 
mana atua 
marae 
mataUa! 
mauri 
poutuna 
rangatiratanga 
rohe 
runakalrunanga 
taipure 
tangi 
taonga 
tangata whenua 
tipunaltupuna 
tuna 
wairualwairuatanga 
whanau 
sub tribe 
an eel pot 
gathering, meeting 
tribe 
food 
seafood 
guardian of a resource I the ethic of guardianship 
powers of a governor I governor 
places of custommy food gathering, methods & cultural activities involved 
traditional I customary authority over land & control of resources, rivers, etc 
the prestige and power of the gods 
open meeting ground 
specific place of traditional importance for harvest of sea foods 
the physical life force 
largest eels on the migration 
chiefly power, prerogative or domain 
district 
Maori council, assembly 
local fishery 
funeral 
valued resources 
the people who hold traditional authority in an area 
ancestors 
eel 
non-material meta-physical linkage of everything 
extended family grouping 
Note: The use of 'k' instead of 'ng' is a dialectical difference sometimes used in the Maori language in the 
South Island. At times both usages appear in this report, as different sources are quoted. Thus for example 
Kai Tahu andNgai Tahu both refer to the principal tribe of the South Island. 
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IV 
1. Introduction 
Partnership and biculturalism are concepts which have been widely discussed in New Zealand in the context 
of the recent resurgence of interest in the Treaty ofWaitangi. However, these discussions are often couched 
in very general terms and at some level of abstraction. What they could mean in practice is often not very 
clear. 
The aim of this study is to explore the interpretation and application of these general concepts in the 
management of a specific resource: the eels of South Canterbury. This is the area bounded in the North by 
the Rakaia River, in the South by the Waitaki river, and which extends from the coast to the main divide. 
This area is the rohe (district) of the Kati Huirapa hapu (sub-tribe) of the Kai Tabu iwi (tribe). The Kai 
Tahu territory extends over most of the South Island. 
South Canterbury is also the home of the author, a Pakeha and occasional recreational eeler. The study 
therefore bas its genesis in a concern to grapple with the application of Treaty of Waitangi issues within a 
specific, local and personal context. 
Although motivated by personal interest, this report will be of wider utility. The report is prepared, 
following the theoretical considerations outlined in Chapter.3, as a briefing paper for Crown agents 
involved in (as yet hypothetical) negotiation with Maori about resource management outcomes for South 
Canterbury eels. 
The objectives are to: 
Describe factors relevant to bicultural management of eels in South Canterbury; and to 
II Propose a management for eels to better effect bicultural partnership. 
Method 
Preparation of this report is based primarily on a study of the literature of all areas discussed. Material 
studied included publications by agencies involved, resource management literature and Waitangi Tribunal 
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reports, In addition, some understanding was gained through informal, unstructured interviews with a range 
of individuals from agencies involved with the resource and with participants in the ecl industry, No 
representatives of tangata whenua (people who hold traditional authority in the area) were interviewed, 
Methodology 
This study has been CalTied out following the concepts outlined in Chapter 3, The framcwork of Gray & 
Saunders, referred to as 'parallel policy process' in this report, involves separate development by Crown 
and Maori of policy outcomes, Final outcomes are then negotiated between the two parties. This report is 
prepared within the Pakeha world, and for Pakeha benefit. The report is preparation for direct consultation, 
not a result of it For this reason, no consultation with the Maori world was undertaken. 
Outline of the Report 
Chapter 2 revisits the Treaty of WaitangL Although much has been written about this in recent times, it is 
considered necessary to include a brief outline here as there are those, particularly Pakeha, who are still 
unfamiliar with its contents and with recent understandings which have developed. The Treaty debate and 
understandings are however the starting point and ongoing reference point for all other discussions in this 
report 
Chapter 3 introduces the idea of biculturalism, and two complementary concepts for applying Treaty 
understandings to resource management situations. These concepts provide the foundations for the 
development of this report. 
Chapter 4 explores the interests of both Pakeha and Maori cultures in eels, with a particular focus on the 
expression of these in the South Canterbury area, 
Chapter 5 describes the historical development of the current constitutional arrangements for fisheries, and 
for eels in pal"ticular. This current situation regal"ding fishing rights must now realistically be the starting 
point from which any new developments must begin, 
Chapter 6 sets out the current, and proposed future management approaches to the resource, as outlined by 
those with current responsibilities for its management. 
In Chapter 7 possible options for developing a 'partnership' approach to managing eels in South canterbury 
are developed and discussed, based on the matters highlighted in earlier chapters. 
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2. Treaty of Waitangi 
The Treaty ofWaitangi, signed in 1840 by Maori chiefs and representatives of the British Crown, is widely 
acknowledged as the founding document for New Zealand. Although largely neglected by Pakeha for most 
of its history, in the last 20 years it has become a focus of public and politieal attention. 
There are two versions, one in Maori and one in English. Each version consists of a preamble followed by 
three articles (See Appendix 1). There are important differences between the two versions, and it is these 
differences which lie at the heart of the debate about Treaty matters. The key issue is reconciling the two 
aspects of authority set out in Articles One and Two. 
In Article One of the English text the chiefs ceded to the Crown" .... absolutely and without reservation all 
the rights and powers of sovereignty (whieh they) respectively exercise or possess ..... ". By contrast the 
Maori version of Article 1 ceded" Kawanatanga". This was a word invented by missionaries. Its base is 
Kawana - a simple transliteration of 'governor'. The term was used in the Bible to describe the position and 
authority of figures such as Pontius Pilate. We can assume that "governorship" rather than sovereignty was 
ceded in the Maori text, although the substance of the term is not clear. 
In Article Two of the English text, in return for what was ct<ded in Article 1, the "Chiefs and Tribes of New 
Zealand" would be protected in "the full, exclusive and undisturbed possession of their lands and estates, 
forests, fisheries and other properties which they may collectively or individually possess". 
Article 2 of the MaOll text differs in two ways in the list of things protected, and also the extent of that 
protection. The English text is centred around 'real estate rights', but the Maori one refers also to the 
protection of intangible things - taonga (all things treasured by the ancestors). The Maori text guaranteed 
"te tino rangatiratanga" rather than "possession" as above. Rangatiratanga was also a term coined by the 
missionaries. Its base is rangatira meaning chief, giving rise to the meaning 'chiefly power, authority, 
prerogative or domain' (Barns, 1988). Its biblical usage confirms this interpretation. The phrase 'Thy 
Kingdom come' in the Lord's Prayer is rendered "kia tae mai Tou rangatiratanga". In the same way the 
notion of Roman imperial authority is rendered lite rangatiratanga 0 Roma". Thus, while it is difficult to 
define either kawanatanga or rangatiratanga precisely, the representation of Pilate's authority as 
Kawanatanga and the superior Roman authority as rangatiratanga gives one a sense of the relative 
importance of that which was ceded by Article One, and that which was retained by Article Two of the 
Maori text (Barns, 1988). 
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While the British view of the Treaty was that Maori had ceded "sovereignty", the Maori understanding may 
have been that something more like 'self-rule' for the Pakeha had been agreed to. Attempts to resolve these 
differences have led to the development of Treaty 'principles' (see for example Crengle, 1993, PCE, 1988), 
but fundamental questions about the balance of power between the two parties remain (see for example 
Barns, 1988), 
Also, Article Two confers a special position to Maori as tribes compared with other cultural groups. It is 
Maori, the original inhabitants of the land, who made an agreement with the Crown which affirmed their 
culture - their rangatiratanga over their taonga (valued treasures) Every other culture in New Zealand is 
present under the umbrella of the Crown side of the agreement. The Treaty is thus the basis for a bi-
cultural, rather than multi-cultural, approach to resource management 
The next chapter introduces concepts for development of a bi-cultural approach. 
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3. Biculturalism and the Treaty Relationship 
Two Cultures 
A simple statement of biculturalism is that there are two predominant cultures in New Zealand, not one. 
"Pakeha culture (about which we know surprisingly little, anthropologically speaking) is dominant by 
power, history and majority. Maori culture is dominant by a longer history, by legacy and by its strength of 
survival and the passionate commitment of its people" (Ritchie 1992: 6). 
'Culture' is used here in the sense of the total of inherited ideas, beliefs, values and knowledge that 
constitute the shared basis of social action. Although all cultures evolve through time, within each culture 
are some relatively stable core values which make up its world view. Ritchie (1992) suggests that Maori 
and Pakeha world views differ significantly. He places secular materialism as the central value in the 
Pakeha world view. By contrast, central to the Maori world view is the belief in the non-material physical 
linkage of everything, which he calls wairuatanga. Thus, whereas the European system of resource 
management is almost totally based on scientific and physical thought and logic, Maori perspectives 
include both cosmological and physical values (Gray & Saunders), 
Reciprocity 
Related to differing cultural world views, O'Connor (1991) has proposed that there are two contrasting 
interpretations of the obligation made in the Treaty. 
One, typically European, sees obligation in terms of definition and respect of property rights, This is the 
view that has greatest currency today, TIle view of property as being, in the norm, both private and 
alienable, dovetails closely with the view of voluntaristic exchanges between individuals "in the market 
place" as the paradigm of economic exchange. 
The other, identifiably Maori, sees obligation in terms of a necessary and incessant reciprocity, an 
"obligation to give and receive gifts", a dynamic of all embracing "symbolic exchange". The obligation is 
three-fold - to give, to receive and to return. 
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This is not to be taken too simplistically however. In practical fact, under the Treaty the Maori demand is, 
in many respects, for a recognition of their claims in property ownership and control, but O'Connor suggests 
that it is also something more than that. Today, as in 1840, the challenge is whether people of European 
origins can acknowledge the Maori culture and language as a gift made to them on their arrival- by voyage 
or birth - in New Zealand. In this sense the Treaty has its main power as a vivid symbol of this unresolved 
demand for reciprocity. 
It seems plausible that the Maori chiefs in 1840 would have made the Treaty in a spirit much more in the 
nature of a gift exchange than as a bilateral trade. This in turn implies a distinct understanding of the nature 
of the obligations that the Treaty entails. 
When the Maori chiefs signed the Treaty, they first of all made a gift to the settling Europeans and to the 
British Crown; they accorded them a place in a spirit of friendship. In a very real sense Maori gave 
themselves in the exchange. This gift "asked for" recognition and for a return. To honour the Treaty would 
mean, from the Maori point of view, to acknowledge this expectation. For Maori, the Treaty was a 
statement of recognition of the British settlers and the Crown as a partner in social life. It represented an 
engagement in a reciprocal dynamic of exchange based in a commitment to honour the integrity of the 
other. Of course, such a commitment falls flat if it is not reciprocated by the other party and this is pretty 
much what has happened. The Treaty remains alive and problematical today precisely because it stands for 
- is a symbol of - an obligation of reciprocity that has never been recognised. "The Maori sense of 
grievance starts there" asserts O'Connor. 
If this view is accepted, then the dis honouring of the Treaty is not just in the land confiscations and other 
dispossessions. The crux of the matter was, and is, the failure of the European to appreciate the spirit of 
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reciprocity embodied in the Maori understanding. This is not a matter of property rights at all, although it is 
now very much entangled with questions of property rights. 
This concept underpins the approach taken in this report. In a rather limited sense the formulation of this 
rep0l1, and examination of Treaty perspectives is intended as one small indication of an interest in entering 
into a spirit of reciprocity - at least a measure of willingness to enter into the world of the other. Also, the 
kinds of management processes and outcomes which will be proposed at the end of this report could be seen 
as a step towards engaging in reciprocity at a more concrete level, 
A Proposed Parallel Policy Process to Reflect Biculturalism 
Gray & Saunders (undated manuscript) assert a need to establish separate policy frameworks for expressing 
Pakeha values and Maori values if Maori values are to be legitimately included in management of natural 
resources. They argue that a policy framework which doesn't ineorporate Maori values in the institutions 
that define the domain of choice for the decision-making units of society, does not meet the requirements of 
the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi. If Maori input is restricted to consultation, then Maori effectively 
have no increase in their powers to influence policy determination, day to day management or the 
monitoring of outcomes from resource management. 
Their research identified that both the resources which are the focus of Maori resource management policies 
and processes, and the processes themselves, are taonga in the Maori world view. Thus to protect all 
taonga, the Maori methods of formulating poliey must also be protected. Gray & Saunders therefore 
recommend that facilitation of a separate Maori policy process is necessary so that the policies and their 
outcomes can be generated by Maoridom in the traditional manner. These outcomes would then be 
negotiated with the Crown policy process. 
This 'parallel' model has been used as a framework for the preparation of this report, in that the report 
should be seen as a background paper prepared to assist in the development of a Crown policy outeome. 
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4. Biculturalism and Eels 
Chapter 3 has introduced the stance that there are two 'cultures' in New Zealand. Different cultures have 
differing sets of values, and differing world views. This chapter introduces the approaches to, and interests 
in the management and use of, eels by the two cultures. Current management of the resource is pakeha 
based, and this is dealt with more fully in Chapter 6. 
Pakeha and Eels 
General 
Most Pakeha have little interest in or concern for eels. For many there is some sense of abhorrence-
perhaps it is because eels are slimy and snakelike. Their only experience may be on an 'eeling expedition' 
while on a school or other youth camp trip, or while staying with friends or relations in the countryside. As 
eels have been virtually ubiquitous in waterways, and easy to catch or spear, they have provided 
'entertainment' like this for several generations of youngsters. In many cases, the eels captured on these 
outings are not served up at the table, but may provide pet food or most often are just left to waste. There 
are very few eel recipes in Pakeha New Zealand cookbooks! 
Since Pakeha settlement, falmers have been concerned to iqlprove their lands for pastoral and agricultural 
production. This has resulted in drainage of swamps and wetlands, and in river flood control programmes. 
These actions have dramatically reduced eel habitat. Other actions of significance have been the damming 
of rivers for hydro-electricity and irrigation. Dams act as barriers to both upstream and downstream 
migration, effectively cutting off large areas from the breeding popUlation. All of these activities are 
suggestive of general Pakeha indifference toward eels. 
Interaction with Sports Fish 
In the past, eels were considered to damage the trout fishery through predation of young trout. To enhance 
the trout fishery, acclimatisation societies (now replaced by Fish & Game Councils) staged 'eel drives' -
wholesale destruction of eels in stretches of river. This also occurred in South Canterbury rivers (Bull, 
1994). 
More recently, it has been found that the presence of eels actually assists the fishery through lowering the 
density of trout there are fewer, but larger trout available for fishing (Burnet, 1968). 
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High densities of eels may still seen as detrimental to the trout fishery - if high numbers are noted then this 
information is passed on to commercial eel fishers so that they will lower eel numbers ( Shutt, 1994). In 
1976 commercial eelfishers were brought in to lower eel numbers in Lake Alexandrina (McClintock 1994), 
10 tonnes of eels were harvested in a period of 3 weeks. 
Eels are still seen by individual trout fishers as harmful to the fishery, If any eel is caught it would be 
destroyed rather than thrown back (Shutt, 1994). 
Science 
Scientists have studied eels and have developed a clear understanding of the freshwater biology of New 
Zealand eels. 
New Zealand has two species of freshwater eel, the shortfinned and the longfinned. Their biology is 
described by Jellyman & Todd (1982) and Skrzynski (1974) and summarised in the following paragraphs. 
Shortfinned 
Shortfin eels have the fin along the top of their body about the same length as that along the bottom. 
Migrating males of this species average 44 cm length, 200 g weight and 14 years age, and migrating females 
average 74 cm, 800 g and 22 years. This speeies prefers more stable, slower moving streams and rivers, 
and lagoons and lakes. Juveniles will migrate to the headwaters of livers, but do not stay there unless they 
find a lake, pond or stable stream. 
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Longfinned 
On this species, the fin along the top of the body is significantly longer than the one underneath. Longfins 
live longer and grow to larger sizes: migrating males average 62 em length. 600 g weight and 23 years; and 
migrating females average 115 em, 4 kg, and 34 years. They are more widely distributed and are found 
from estuarine areas to the headwaters of rivers and in high country lakes. They also inhabit faster flowing 
stony streams and rivers where shortfins are not found. Many areas contain only longfins, but it is unusual 
to find populations composed entirely of shortfins. 
Mature eels migrate to the sea in the autumn, and are believed to spawn in the ocean to the East of Tonga 
and Samoa. 
Young eels enter freshwater as small colourless glass eels mainly from August to October, later developing 
pigmentation to become elvers, and then begin migration upstream in the summer. During successive 
summer migrations small eels can move further upstream, and so distribute themselves along almost the 
whole length of a river system. Although the small elvers are able to use the surface tension on wet surfaces 
to climb even waterfalls, they can be stopped by relatively small obstacles such as the overhang of a culvert 
where there is no surface to swim up. Once the small eels have eompleted their upstream migration they 
live in a specific area where they feed and grow before returning to the sea to breed. 
Small eels in river gravels live mainly on insect larvae, but as they grow other fish become a more 
significant part of their diet. They tend to feed during the night and little, if at all, during the day. Also, 
when the water temperature drops below about 10 C they substantially reduce feeding activity. In South 
Canterbury this means that eel activity diminishes between March and October. 
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Commercial FishelY 
Modern commercial fishing for eels began in the mid 19605, with annual catches reaching 100 tonnes in 
1967, and rapidly increasing to 2077 tonnes in 1972. The largest quantity of eels exported was in 1975 
(2434 t). The 10 years 1983-92 have been relatively stable, with an average annual catch of 1360 t. The 
bulk of the catch is exported to the Netherlands, Germany, the United Kingdom and Belgium. While most 
of the exported catch is frozen, about 16% is exported live, and smaller quantities are smoked or chilled 
(Jellyman 1993). During the 19705 and early 1980s several attempts were made to farm eels for the export 
markets, particularly Japan. These attempts failed for a variety of reasons, but primarily poor economic 
performance (ibid). 
Exploitation appears to have led to an improvement in the quality of fish. Twenty years ago it was often 
difficult to sell New Zealand eels, as they were regarded as being of low quality due to poor condition and 
low oil content. Today processors report that New Zealand eels often demand prices equivalent to Baltic 
sea eels - traditionally the best quality in Europe (Jellyman, 1994). 
The market outlook seems positive, as European stocks are under threat from overfishing (Thompson, 
1994), and high prices can be obtained in Asia (Clarke, 1994). 
Catches are reported in areas based on the former Catchment Board boundaries. In South Canterbury there 
are two eel return areas Waitaki and South Canterbury. Mean annual catch reported by fishers for these 
areas over the years 1983-84 to 1991-92 fishing years are 9 tonnes and 28 tonnes respectively (Jelly man 
1994). However, these data must be treated with some caution, as it appears that fishers may not accurately 
report catches in specific areas. The actual size of the South Canterbury fishery is therefore at present 
unclear. There are 16 licences for eel fishing in the area. 
Different eel fishers have different styles of fishing (Clarke, 1994). Some fishers will lightly fish an area 
several times in a season, but others prefer to heavily fish one area before moving on. It appears that only 
where fishers have exclusive access to an area is there an incentive to fish conservatively (Jellyman, 1993). 
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Eel fishers consider large old eels as 'cannibals' because no smaller eels are found in the same vicinity. For 
this reason they prefer to remove these eels. 
Conservation 
A recent article in 'Forest & Bird' (Close 1992) has brought to conservationists' attention concerns about eel 
stocks. The heavy exploitation by the commercial fishery has all occurred within one generation of eels, 
raising questions about the long term viability of current actions. The Department of Conservation is now 
dosing its areas to eel fishers. 
Maori and Eels 
It is very difficult to convey the sense of significance of eels for Maori in a few short paragraphs - especially 
since these themselves are gleanings from other previous works. What follows here then might best be 
considered as pointers towards a fuller understanding of Maori perspectives. First some wider contexts are 
brought to attention, followed by an outline of evidence presented to the Waitangi Tribunal Ngai Tahu 
claim. Information from other sources is then outlined. 
Wider Contexts 
Eels cannot be understood on their own, but must also be seen in wider contexts. One of these is the 
spiritual nature of the Maori world view, which has been alluded to above, and is described more fully 
elsewhere (eg McCan & McCan, 1990; Gray & Saunders). Ministry of Maori Development (1994) 
provides a succinct summary of matters pertaining to customary fisheries, and some aspects are highlighted 
below. 
The traditional Maori view is that fisheries: 
originate, like all elements of the natural world, from the gods and are thus imbued with mana 
atua (the prestige and power of the gods); 
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like all living things, are possessed of mauri (the physical life force); 
are mahinga kai (places of customary food gathering); 
It because of their origins and utility, are taonga (valued resources) 
Management of resources involves both rangatiratanga and kaitiakitanga, Rangatiratanga, in relation to a 
natural resource, involves a title or property right, and rights of undisputed access, regulation and 
enforcement. In practical terms this is usually exercised on a hapu basis. The ethic of kaitiakitanga 
involves an active exercise of authority in a manner that benefits the resource and ensures its continuance. 
Traditionally there were individuals who were considered custodians of a resource and who regulated 
access. 
For Ngai Tahu, another important context is the whole history of their colonisation and the grievances 
which arise from this. The story is carefully told by Evison (1993), and the centrality of it to Tahu 
thinking is indicated by O'Regan in the foreword: 
Throughout the story since the time of European colonisation we Ngai Tahu have been 
hugely outnumbered. Ngai Tahu and the other southern tribes bore the brunt of the 
initial mass migration of Pakeha, and largely disappeared from view as far as both the 
settlers and their historians were concerned. We had no military conflicts with the 
newcomers and none of the soldier heroes usually fancied by historians. The heroism 
of our tupuna was of a different kind. The historic struggle in Te Wai Pounamu 
became a struggle with the land, and the inconvenience ofthe indigenous presence was 
pushed aside by the colonisers. For Ngai Tahu, their land claim !fTe Kereeme", then 
became their culture. The grievance of dispossession became our focus and a source 
of group identity. We were nourished by that grievance through grinding generations 
of perseverance with the 'due process' of the courts and parliament.. ... 
This ghost, Te the great kehua that has gnawed at us and shaped us, must be 
overcome so that we can face the future with a sense of promise of something better 
for our children. The Claim has possessed us since 1849 when Matiahia Tiramorehu 
first reproached the Crown. Now, the issue before us is not so much prosecuting the 
claim, but negotiating a settlement of proven wrongs. This greatest blessing, the 
opportunity to lay our past to rest, is both a thing of joy and a thing of fear joy in our 
belief that what our tupuna could only dream, we might achieve; and fear that we 
might fail to achieve it. 
Even the meeting house at Arowhenua highlights this theme. It is named "Te Hapa 0 Niu Tireni" - The 
Unfulfilled Promise of New Zealand. 
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The Claim was recently heard by the Waitangi tribunal, and much evidence about the Ngai Tahu interest in 
eels was presented within the 'Mahinga Kai' part of the overall claim, 
Waitangi Tribunal 
Habib (1989) summarised and assessed fisheries evidence presented to the Tribunal. The inland fisheries 
were clearly of very great significance to the Ngai Tahu people. The significance was related both to the 
fish resources and to the waterways. The waterways were both habitats for the fish and pathways across the 
countryside. The trails of freshwater yielded an abundant supply of food and water which sustained the 
people on their journeys into the hinterland. The inland lakes carried their own bounty of produce, and in 
addition, lay alongside mahinga kai areas which yielded a wide range of other kinds of produce. 
Eels were prized above all other species because of their great abundance, sometimes large 
preserving characteristics. They were available everywhere and easily captured. 
taste, and 
Maori have typically described large numbers of different types of eels. Best (1929: 95-100) listed more 
than 150 Maori names for the various types of eels that they recognised in different parts of the country. 
Some examples are the kirirua eel, a thick skinned black variety, the horepara eel, a light green eel with 
silver belly, and the mairehe, a black eel. There were numerous references in the evidence to the hao eel, a 
large longfin variety which typically frequented lagoons and swamps - and leads to some waterways being 
named Waihao. The wide classification of different types of eels indicates the importance of this resource to 
MaorL 
Probably more than any other species, the freshwater eel supported the traditional Ngai Tahu lifestyle. It 
was found in abundance all over the Ngai Tahu landscape and provided them with the necessary rich 
sustenance to fuel their migrations across that landscape. 
Eels remain a prized food, although the abundance of these fish and their distribution have been greatly 
reduced. Real concern has been expressed about the depletion of eel supplies, and usually the finger has 
been pointed at the commercialisation of the resource. 
Several people from Kati Huirapa gave evidence specific to South Canterbury relating to eels and other 
food to the Waitangi Tribunal. 
Evidence indicated that the whole area including the high country was used. The Lake Tekapo area was 
once an important food gathering area, with people coming from Kaiapoi for several months at a time. 
Kelvin Anglem (1988) gave a telling picture of the decline of eels in the Dpihi River: 
I recall as a child from the age of four years onwards, being taken by my grandparents 
each year, on a night in March, across to the North bank of the Dpihi river 
immediately opposite our home. We would anchor our boat under the willows and 
using the Moenu or bob we would proceed to catch our winter supply of eels. About 
300 was considered sufficient for our needs and these were usually obtained from 
approximately 8pm until between 1Ipm and midnight, seldom was it necessary to 
return for a second night. 
Alas, 1988 tells a different story.... covering an area from the river mouth to 3 miles 
up river including backwaters of which there are now only one remaining, yielded in 
1986 eleven eels, 1987 nine eels, 1988 four eels, the largest of these weighed seven 
pounds and a lot of the others were barely takeable. 
Anglem attributes the depletion to a whole range of factors including eel drives, Catchment Board works, 
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river realignment and destruction of habitat, commercial fishing, and reduced water levels drying up most of 
the remaining backwaters and thereby destroying most of the habitat still left. The final straw was seen to 
be pollution. 
Kelly Davis-Te Maire (1988) highlighted grave concern with the deprivation of mahinga kai by way of 
regulation, mismanagement, gross commercialisation and lack of recognition given to mana whenua 
(traditional authority). He stated that "Wainono had an abundance of tuna (eels) that could taken any day 
or night ..... but now there are virtually none in the lake. This is ... mismanagement and gross 
commercialisation. Wainono and tributaries and the lower reaches of the Waihao have been raped in the 
matter of a decade." 
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Other documents 
An indication of Maori aspirations for the eel fishery, given its currently depleted state, can be gained from 
the Waitaki 'Mahinga Kai' study. 
Restocking of the lakes is seen as desirable, but questions are raised as to how to do this, and who would 
benefit. Any commercial enterprise (Maori owned or otherwise) would by nature be forced to fish heavily. 
Commercial fishing and mahinga kai fishing are seen to be ineompatible - "The private individual, 
exercising a mahinga kai right with one, two or even six hinaki (eel pots), would simply catch too few eels 
from a commercially fished lake to make it worthwhile." One suggested solution was to allow commercial 
fishing in some lakes in return for stocking of other lakes set aside for recreational fishermen. 
Restocking of lakes would ensure the future of the fishery upstream. However, it does not consider the 
return migration of any eels for spawning. If methods could be developed for economically harvesting the 
downstream migration, then restocking of eels could be said to be a sustainable management practice. In 
line with traditional Maori custom a proportion of the largest eels the 'poutuna' could be released 
downstream unharmed to continue to spawn. Sale of the remaining catch would support costs of this 
harvest of fish that are now killed by passage through hydro-electric turbines on dams. "Restoration of the 
tradition of harvesting the heke, or downstream migration, within a hydroelectric impoundment, would 
certainly demonstrate the adaptability of modern Maori culture." 
Another point mentioned is the sighting of white eels - Maori lore is that these lead the migration. This 
highlights that there is probably a great store of traditional knowledge about eels which may not be 
available in written form. 
A Ngai Tahu Resource Management Strategy for Canterbury (Tau et aI, 1991) was prepared under the 
auspices of the Ngai Tahu Trust Board with assistance from the Canterbury Regional Council, and contains 
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much information relating to the whole of Canterbury. Ngai Tahu claim the right to contribute to resource 
allocation and management decisions where these impact on tribal resources. The Opihi River is 
highlighted as an important resource which has been severely degraded through water abstraction, 
catchment works and pollution, and improvement in this situation is sought. 
Lake Wainono is seen as the South Canterbury equivalent to Te Waihora and Wairewa near Banks 
Peninsula. The Waihao river is also highlighted - the principal concern is that commercial fishing should be 
banned in this river and all its tributaries. Also, the timing of the opening and closing of the mouth needs 
to consider the needs of migrating fish. 
A willingness to adapt traditional ways to current development is also shown in a Kai Tahu publication 
about development proposals for the lower Waitaki river (Goodall, 1992), Provided that a number of 
conditions are met in the construction and management of a residual river, the author supports the overall 
proposal for development of the lower Waitaki for hydro-development. "Kai Tahu believe that this project 
offers a unique opportunity to attempt the active enhancement of the native fishery." The native fishery is 
culturally important to the Tribe. The use of the native fish resource and the activity of fishing is a tangible 
link with the Tribal past, culture and identity. Therefore, it is the maintenance and opportunity for 
enhancement of the native fishery that is the tribe's primary ,concern. 
The Canterbury Regional Council (1993) has undertaken extensive consultation with all of the tunanga 
(Maori councils) in Canterbury, and outcomes of this are summarised in the Proposed Regional Policy 
Statement. Included in the document is a Katl Huirapa management plan for its area. The document makes 
clear that they are seeking partnership in resource management, and have a very strong focus on cleaning up 
and protecting waterways and fish habitat. 
In his review of the eel fishery, JelJyman (1993) notes that Maori have a number of concerns for the fishery. 
There is concern about the reduced availability of eels in general, and the inability to catch enough large 
eels to satisfy their requirements. Apparently Maori seldom harvest eels less than about 250g. They want 
areas of traditional importance, such as Wainono recognised. Also reported is a concern about loss and 
degradation of habitat, and a desire for more involvement in management decisionmaking. 
Discussion 
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It is apparent that the two cultures differ in their perspectives on eels in many ways, although there is now 
some common concern for habitat enhancement and the sustainability of the fishery. In general, Pakeha 
have low interest in eels. This has been an important factor in reducing eel habitat and in depriving eels of 
access to large sections of waterways. The eel industry prefers lower density of eels, and dislikes the 
presence of large eels. Eels are of high significance for Maori. The activities of fishing and eating eel are 
significant and enjoyable aspects of their culture, and a link to the past. They require larger eels, and a 
higher density of eels so that harvesting methods such as bobbing are worthwhile. Maori are interested to 
adapt practices to current situations (such as incorporating eel harvest into hydro-electric dams), and to 
participate in the modern economy. 
The harvesting requirements of the eel industry appear to be largely incompatible with the customary 
practices of Maori, and so it seems that for these activities to co-exist separate areas will be required. The 
common concern of the industry and Maori for habitat enhancement suggests that there should be co-
operation in this area to achieve maximum effect. 
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5. Treaty of Waitangi and Eel Fishing Rights 
Rights for fishing eels exist in a wider context of Treaty-based fishing rights. Until recently, Maori interests 
in fisheries were seen by non-Maori, including the Crown and the Courts, as primarily personal and social, 
related to subsistence and hospitality, and limited to relatively confined fishing grounds or defined sites and 
places. Further, Maori were assumed to be subject to the same limitations and controls as Pakeha fishers, 
but with specific exemptions for hui (gatherings) and tangi (funerals). However, Maori have consistently 
and vehemently opposed the statutory limitation of the exercise of their fishing, as well as protesting at the 
lack of protection for their fisheries by the Crown in letting their fishing places become over-run by the 
general public (Waitangi Tribunal, 1988) 
In the last 10 years there have been significant developments in recognition of Maori fishing rights by the 
Courts and the government, culminating in the Treaty ofWaitangi (Fisheries Claims) Settlement Act 
(1992). While the focus of these developments has been the sea fisheries, the eel fishery has also been 
included in the new legislation. Other freshwater fisheries are managed through DOC, and legislative 
provisions for these have not changed significantly. 
This chapter first outlines the Maori interest in fisheries as described in Waitangi Tribunal findings. It then 
sketches legislative provisions made to give greater recognition to those interests. 
Waitangi Tribunal findings 
The Waitangi Tribunal concluded in its Muriwhenua Fishing Report (1988): 
The Treaty guaranteed to Maori the full protection for their fishing activities, 
including unrestricted rights to develop them along either or both customary or 
modern lines. Save for some prior arrangement or agreement, general fishing could 
neither delimit nor restrict the Maori fishing interest as so described. To the extent 
that general fishing might do so, the Crown was bound to intervene. 
More specifically it found that 
Their fisheries' in the English text means their business or activity in fishing and 
includes the places of fishing, the methods used, and the rights to fish ... The Maori 
text means the same. It is the full authority over all those things important to them ... 
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These findings were made principally in respect of sea fisheries, Although freshwater fisheries were not 
examined in detail in the Muriwhenua claim, there can be little doubt that the same principles apply, 
Freshwater fisheries were used extensively by Maori, Since fisheries included 'the places where Maori fish', 
introduced species such as trout may also fall into the category of fisheries which are protected by the 
Treaty. 
The Ngai Tahu Sea Fisheries Report (Waitangi Tribunal, 1992a) confirmed the general findings above, 
The inland fisheries were largely dealt with in the main report (Waitangi Tribunal, 1991), In the Ngai Tahu 
report, in respect of mahinga kai the Tribunal's findings included: 
(i) that the crown failed to make specific reserves to preserve and protect Ngai Tahu's mahinga 
kai; and 
(ii) that the Crown failed to make specific reserves to allow Ngai Tahu to participate in the 
developing economy, 
As a result Ngai Tahu were deprived of their rangatiratanga guaranteed to them by Article Two of the 
Treaty. 
The Tribunal concluded its report on l1lahinga kai by expressing the hope that Crown ageneies would meet 
with Ngai Tahu and evolve procedures not only in joint management but also in creating reserves, 
Legal Provisions 
Following Court action by Maori, and after negotiation, the Crown has enaeted two key pieees of legislation 
to address claims: the Maori Fisheries Act 1989 and the Treaty ofWaitangi (Fisheries Claims) Settlement 
Act 1992. 
Maori Fisheries Act 1989 
The Maori Fisheries Act 1989 was seen as an interim step toward settlement. It established the Maori 
Fisheries Commission and the commercial fishing company Aotearoa Fisheries Ltd. The Maori Fisheries 
Commission was allocated for the benefit of Maori a total of ten per cent of all total allowable catches of 
species in the quota system. 
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This Act also enabled the declaration of Taipure - local fisheries. These are local fishery areas, in estuarine 
of littoral coastal waters, which are of special significance to iwi or hapu as a source of seafood or for 
spiritual or cultural reasons. A management committee is made up from people nominated by the local 
Maori community. The committee recommends regulations to the Minister of Fisheries for management 
and conservation of the area. Taiapure regulations apply to both Maori and Pakeha. 
Treaty of Waitangi (Fisheries Claims) Settlement Act 1992 
The Act creates a distinction between commercial and non-commercial fishing rights, by stating that any 
commercial fishing rights claims under the Treaty have been fully and finally fulfilled through the 
Settlement. The Settlement provides a $150 million payment enabling Maori to purchase a 50% share in 
New Zealand's largest fishing company, Sealord Products Ltd, as well as providing that Maori will receive a 
20% share of the commercial fishing quota for any additional species added to the quota management 
system in the future. The quota will be given to the Treaty ofWaitangi Fisheries Commission (replacing the 
Maori Fisheries Commission) for allocation. In brief, in exchange for the cash settlement and future quota 
allocations, the Act provides for the settlement of all Maori 'commercial fishing claims, on the basis that 
there will be no further Treaty obligations on the Crown in respect of commercial fisheries. All eommercial 
fishing is incorporated into the settlement, including the commercial eel fishery. 
The Act also provides that non-commercial fishing rights (referred to as customary fishing rights in the Act) 
remain, so that they will continue to give rise to Treaty obligations on the Crown. However, such rights will 
no longer be enforceable through the Courts, and cannot be used as a defence against prosecution, except 
where they are provided for in regulation. Regulations will therefore be necessary to give legal effect to 
customary eel fishing rights. 
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Two types of regulations are envisaged (Ministry of Agriculture & Fisheries, 1993). One type is to make 
provision for customary food gathering by tangara whenua in any part of their area, the other is to make 
provision for mataitai reserves. 
Mataitai reserves are discrete areas of traditional importance to Maori where the tangata whenua are 
authorised to manage and control the non-commercial harvest of sea foods. The Minister of Fisheries 
appoints a management committee nominated by tangara whenua. This committee will make by-laws to 
manage and control the harvest. Controls on mataitati reserves must apply equally to all people, with only 
one exception. If a reserve is closed for general harvesting, the management committee may approve the 
taking of sea food for functions of the marae which manages the reserve. 
The minimum necessary provisions in regulations to enable tangata whenua in law to regulate the taking of 
seafood seem quite involved, and to date no such regulations have been promulgated. 
The Settlement Act has been controversial within Maoridom. Several groups took a claim to the Waitangi 
Tribunal in an attempt to have the settlement set aside. Among other reservations, it appears that Maori did 
not want freshwater fisheries included in the Settlement (Waitangi Tribunal, 1992b). In its report on this 
Claim the Tribunal said: 
... there are objections. They tell of a division in the Maori community that reflects in 
part a desire on the one hand to seize the opportunity, and on the other to maintain the 
integrity of the Treaty. It reflects as well anxieties over the level of consultation and 
over the prospective allocation of benefitsc But it does not demonstrate a major 
division in our view. The concerns the claimants expressed are in fact shared by all. 
The difference was that some would give more emphasis to opportunity while others 
would give more to conserving customary positions 
This suggests that even though east coast Ngai Tahu groups were not involved in this claim, it cannot be 
assumed that there will be no concern among them about the Settlement. 
Conservation Act 1987 
All other freshwater fisheries (apart from eel harvest) are managed by DOC under the Conservation Act 
(1987). Under this Act (as amended by the Conservation Law Reform Act (1990» DOC has responsibility 
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to preserve so far as practicable all indigenous freshwater fisheries and protect freshwater fisheries and fish 
habitats (Section 6(ab »). MaOli fishing rights are recognised and protected in this Act by Section 26ZH of 
the freshwater fisheries part of the Act which states that nothing in this part of this Act shall affect any 
Maori fishing rights. Also, Section 4 also requires that the Act be interpreted and administered to give effect 
to the principles ofthe Treaty ofWaitangi. 
Discussion 
Under the current arrangements, the claims to the commercial eel fishery have been settled under the 
Sealord deal. For customary fisheries to be legal, and for tangata whenua management to have legal effect, 
regulations must be put in place. The inclusion of eels into the settlement means that management of 
commercial harvest acknowledged at national level. 
These provisions appear to have worked out largely in terms of the sea fisheries, where regulation of harvest 
is the principal management concern. Most publications regarding the settlement refer to kai moana 
(seafood), and the words taiapure and mataitai both refer to marine situations. The needs of the freshwater 
fisheries are different from those of the sea fisheries, and it may be more consistent to include legal 
provision for the non-commercial eel harvest with other freshwater fisheries under the Conservation Act. 
6. Management of the Eel Resource 
This chapter outlines the management of the eel resource. Of necessity it considers New Zealand as a 
whole, but attention is drawn to South Canterbury through specific examples of application of the 
nationwide provisions. A number of agencies and organisations are involved with management of the 
resource. These are introduced and their roles outlined, before a closer examination of the current and 
proposed management of the commercial eel fishery. 
Agencies and Organisations 
Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries 
The Ministry of Agriculture and Fisheries (MAF) is the principal agency for dealing with issues of eel 
harvesting. It is responsible for the management of both the commercial eel fishery, and non-commercial 
eel harvesting. It provides commercial fishers with permits, a\Iocates stocks, determines sustainability of 
the resource and ensures compliance with the harvesting laws. It also has responsibility for conducting 
research, and historically has made a substantial commitment to eel research. 
The eel fishery, which is the only significant commercial freshwater fishery managed by MAF, is covered 
by the Fisheries Act 1983. This Act is currently under review and new fisheries legislation has been 
foreshadowed. Administration is via various commercial and amateur regulations. 
Non-commercial fishing 
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Non-commercial fishing for eels is controlled by The Fisheries (Amateur Fishing) Regulations 1986. Under 
these regulations. the minimum mesh size of nets for capturing eels is set at 12mm, although there is no 
mimmum size of eel or maximum daily number of eels that may be taken. Amateur fishers are restricted to 
the use of only one fyke net or hinaki at any time. Maori can apply for exemption to these regulatIons for 
the purpose of catching eels for ceremonial occasions. Both amateur and commercial operators are 
prohibited from setting nets that extend more than a third of the width of a waterway. 
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Commercial fishing 
Entry to the commercial fishery is by licence - in the early stages of the development of the fishery these 
were freely available for a modest charge, but concerns about the sustainability of the fishery led to 
restrictions on the issue of these by the late 70s. In 1988 a moratorium on issuing licences was introduced 
as an intel1m measure to limit expansion of the fishery, 
Regulations affecting commercial eel fishing from the 1993-94 year are as follows: The minimum size of 
eel for everywhere except Lake Ellesmere is 220 g. All fyke nets are required to have two escapement 
tubes of internal diameter 25 mm fitted. A minimum size limit of 140 g has been introduced to Lake 
Ellesmere, and with increments of 10 g per year, so that the lake comes up to the national limit in 8 years. 
Eels may only be caught by fyke nets, hinaki, or set nets, with the permitted methods reflecting the fishers 
fishing history. 
Department of Conservation 
Under the Conservation Act 1987, the Department of Conservation (DOC) is responsible for the 
preservation of native fish species (including eels), and for protection of recreational freshwater fisheries 
and freshwater fish habitats. These functions are given effect to primarily through the guardianship of land 
under various Acts administered by DOC (ie National Parks Act, Reserves Act and Conservation Act), and 
its responsibility for promoting the conservation of freshwater fish habitats (and natural resources generally) 
throughout the country. Commercial eel fishing is prohibited by law in National Parks and many other 
reserve categories. However some fishing within 'prohibited' areas does occur a situation inherited from 
previous bodies. No new applications for fishing in reserves are accepted. 
DOC also administers the fish pass regulations (Part IV Freshwater Fisheries Regulations 1983), which 
require fish passage to be provided for new darns. 
DOC has an ongoing presence in the South Canterbury area, with Field Centres at Geraldine, Twizel, and 
Mt Cook National Park. Within South Canterbury, DOC reserves include Lake Wainono and the Ashburton 
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Lakes, and DOC does not permit fishing in these areas. However, commercial fishers are believed to have 
fished in both areas in recent years (Crump. 1994), 
Currently DOC regional conservancies are preparing Conservation Management Strategies (CMS), planning 
documents which cover all aspects of the Department's activities over the next ten years. In Canterbury, the 
unpublished preliminary draft CMS (DOC 1994) suggests that a further focus of departmental work will be 
the development of a much greater public awareness of native freshwater ecosystems and their 
requirements. Protection of habitats will continue to be pursued through Resource Management Act 
processes, including submissions on planning documents and consent applications. 
Regional Councils 
Under the Resource Management Act 1991, Regional Councils have primary responsibility for fresh water 
management. In carrying out their work under the Act they must recognise and provide for (among other 
things): 
the preservation of the natural character of wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins; 
the protection of significant habitats of indigenous fauna; and 
• the relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, 
sites, waahi tapu and other taonga. 
South Canterbury is within the area of the Canterbury Regional Council. The Council's 'Proposed Regional 
Policy Statement' (1993) includes a number of objectives, policies and methods with regard to water and to 
the beds of rivers and lakes and their margins which indicate the council will be involved in habitat 
management. 
Also, the council has recently released a Proposed Catchment Management Plan for the Opihi River in 
South Canterbury (Canterbury Regional Council, 1994). This makes provision for improved minimum 
flows, and reduction of pollution inputs, particularly sewage. Other ways of improving habitat such as 
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enhancing riparian vegetation are not explicitly addressed, although they could be incorporated into an 
information and education programme about the catchment provided for in the plan. 
Fish & Game Councils 
Although Fish and Game Councils have no direct management responsibility for native fish, their 
involvement with sports fish and their habitats means that they often have similar concerns to DOC 
regarding the general well being of fisheries habitats. South Canterbury is within the borders of the Central 
South Island Fish & Game Council. 
As noted earlier, in the past fish and game groups promoted the destruction of eels. More positive attitudes 
to eels are now being shown by these groups. An area of land owned by the Council adjacent to Wainono 
Lagoon, is being redeveloped as wetland habitat and the Council has closed the land to commercial fishers 
(Hughes, 1994). Also, Fish & Game staff are involved in monitoring elver passes on the Waitaki dams, and 
in the past have bucketed elvers over dams (ibid). 
Private Landholders 
Private landholders control access to some eel fisheries because in practical terms for commercial fishers, 
private land must be crossed to reach the fishery. Exclusiv,< access arrangements are often negotiated 
between fishers and landholders, providing some practical control over the entry of new fishers into the 
fishery (Jellyman 1993). Over the whole of the South Island approximately 60% of the fishery requires 
access agreement from farmers (Thompson, 1994). 
Much land development work by landholders in the past has led to the loss of eel habitat. Most current 
landholders most probably still have little concern for eel habitat. However, it would seem that with more 
awareness of the needs of eels, landholders could significantly improve eel habitat by maintaining more 
cover over creeks and streams, and taking care to return eels to water when carrying out drain cleaning 
operations. 
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Electricity Corporation 
In the past hydro darns have almost certainly deprived longfins, in particular, of more habitat than any other 
human activity. Also, downward migrating eels will be destroyed in passage through hydro-electricity 
turbines. Co-operative work by Electricity Corporation (ECNZ), MAF Fisheries and DOC is attempting re-
establish elver access to waters from which they have been excluded by hydro stations. In the Waitaki 
River system, a recent survey indicates that no eels have managed to migrate upstream since construction of 
the Waitaki darn in the 1940's (Mitchell & Davis-Te Maire, 1993). Elver passes have been installed over 
the Waitaki and A viemore darns on the Waitaki, and ECNZ water rights require one over the Benmore darn 
by 1996. However, low numbers in the 1993-4 year mean that it may be difficult to determine a suitable 
location for the Benmore pass at this stage. It is likely that ECNZ will seek to wait until further information 
about the optimum siting of such a pass can be obtained. The eventual goal is to re-establish eel access to 
all of the waters in the Waitab system (Carson, 1994). 
Eel Industry Association 
Both North Island and South Island Eel Industry Associations have been recently formed to promote the 
interests of the industry (Thompson, 1994). Although currently the South Island group is primarily 
focussed on negotiations arising from implementation of thy settlement of Maori fisheries issues, it is also 
interested to promote scientific research on the many 'unknowns' of the eel fishery, including mortality of 
elvers. 
Future Management of the Eel Industry 
Objectives 
A recent review of the eel fishery (lelIyman 1993) updated information from a previous review (Town 
1985, Town 1986). These reviews have been based on a concern by MAF that there needs to be a more 
rational basis to the management of the eel fishery, to promote sustainability both of the fishery and of 
access to it. 
Objectives for management of the eel industry were proposed by Town (1986), to: 
• maintain eel stocks at levels that can sustain optimum long-term yields; 
maintain long-term maximum economic benefits to New Zealand from the resource; 
enable the industry to attain maximum economic efficiency; 
allow fishers the flexibility to determine how they conduct their fishing business; 
provide a stable management framework to enable each individual fisher to undertake long-
term financial planning; 
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• develop a management framework which can be administered from each fishery management 
area to account for differing regional circumstances; 
ensure a satisfactory recreational and traditional fishery. 
A further objective was proposed by Jellyman (1993): 
to gain a greater appreciation and understanding of the needs of Maori, and to provide 
opportunities for Maori participation in the eel management process and in the eel fishery. 
Jellyman (ibid) also noted that these objectives related to th~ eel industry, and did not specifically address 
the issue of maintaining and sustaining the eel resource as a whole. 
Future Management 
Town (1986) recommended that the eel fishery be managed through a quota system and that a national 
Total Allowable Catch (TAC) and Individual Transferable Quota (ITQ's) be set for the fishery. These 
proposals were blocked by Maori action in the Courts, but the Settlement Act 1992 has now allowed for 
addition of further species including eels to the Quota Management System (QMS). This is still the 
preferred management mechanism for eels (Jellyman 1993), and it is expected by some parties that eels will 
be included in the quota system by the 1995-96 season (Clarke, 1994). 
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There are considerable problems in setting a biologically based sustainable yield for eels - mostly because 
much of the necessary information does not exist. But also, a national T AC would be based on 
extrapolations from data derived from discrete populations. Thus a national TAC must be based on an 
assessment of 'Maximum Constant Yield' (MCY) derived from catch data. 
Iellyman's review outlined concerns of fisheries managers, Maori, and the industry, and made six further 
recommendations. These are outlined below, and discussed in the context of the South Canterbury area. 
1. That the quality of commercial catch data currently collected be substantially improved. 
At present, there are discrepancies between fisher's and processor's returns, and these make it 
impossible to know the true yield of the eel fishery. 
2. 'That the responsibilities, desires, and concerns of all interested parties be ascertained and 
taken into account. 
MAF Fisheries, DOC, Regional Councils, Fish & Game Councils, Maori, and the commercial 
sector, have various responsibilities and interests in the eel fishery. These need to be 
integrated as far as possible when developing future strategies for the industry. 
3. 1hat in the absence of a quantifiable sustainable annual yield, the fishery be managed on a 
conservative basis. 
New Zealand eels are generally slow growing, and relatively old at migration. Commercial 
fishing can significantly reduce stocks, and there are signs of localised over-fishing. 
Management must aim to ensure the availability of adequate stocks to provide for the long-
term maintenance of the fishery. 
4. That additional areas be designated free from commercial eel fishing, especially areas for 
shortfins. 
Elimination of fishing in reserves defined under the Reserves Act 1977 would go a reasonable 
way to achieving a suggested aim of establishing 10% of the national area of lakes and 
lagoons as free from commercial fishing. 
5. That in addition to an increase in the minimum commercially harvest able size of 
upper limits also be established, preferably for both species. 
that 
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Implementation of upper size limits has the potential to protect a proportion of migrating eels 
ti·om capture. Because of their high fecundity, protection of a proportion of large females 
results in protection of a much larger proportion of egg production. However, being long 
lived, female eels are particularly vulnerable to capture at some time during their lives. Thus 
implementing an upper size limit alone may not provide much additional protection for the 
species; such a measure should be linked to the establishment of additional areas free from 
commercial fishing. 
6. That there be increased recognition of the importance of maintaining existing eel habitat and 
access to that habitat, especially where structures have impeded or denied access. 
The national loss of wetlands through channelisation and drainage has drastically reduced the 
available habitat for eels, especially shortfins. The quality of remaining lowland habitat is 
sometimes reduced by pollution, siltation, and reduced water levels. 
While each of the above recommendations has general relevance for the South Canterbury fishery, some 
also raise specific considerations. 
Access to habitat is perhaps of particular significance in the area. The two major rivers, the Waitaki and the 
Rangitata, both have elver access restricted. As noted above, hydro development of the Waitaki has 
destroyed access beyond the Waitaki dam, although moves are now under way to ameliorate this. Eels are 
known to be generally absent from the Rangitata above the gorge (McClintock, 1994), although one has 
been reported (McDowall 1990). It appears that the high water velocities through a narrow rock-walled 
part of the gorge do not allow elver access. 
Additional areas could be set aside from commercial fishing in South Canterbury. The Waihao river is one 
possibility. It connects with Lake Wainono (already reserved by DOC), and the upper reaches appear to be 
only occasionally fished by commercial fishermen, as large, old eels have been seen there recently (L. 
Gould, 1994) . 
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7. Conclusion 
This chapter outlines a proposal for management of eels in South Canterbury which affords recognition of 
the perspectives of Maori and Pakeha cultures. It is shaped to fit within the sharing of rights to the eel 
resource established at the national level by the Treaty ofWaitangi (Fisheries Claims) Settlement Act 1992. 
Seen within the context of the 'parallel process' model of policy formulation, this proposal would be a draft 
of Crown outcomes. A proposal such as this would need ratification by Crown, before commencing formal 
negotiation with Kati Huirapa. The model presumes that Kati Huirapa will have developed a proposal 
through their own policy process. The two proposals would form the basis of formal negotiations for 
determining jointly agreed management outcomes. 
Proposal for Management of Eel Resource of Kati Huirapa Rohe 
Key elements of the proposal are: 
.. Specific areas be set aside from commercial fishing; 
Management of the commercial fishery through a nationally managed quota system; 
Crown administration of traditional and recreational eel fishery be transferred to the 
Department of Conservation under the Conservation Act; and 
It DOC lead co-operative work by all parties on habitat restoration, migratory access, 
elimination of pollution of waterways and other activities to improve the whole eel resource. 
Each of these elements are now discussed in greater detail. 
Specific areas be excluded from commercial fishing 
Such a proposal has come from a number of quarters, including Maori, fisheries scientists and DOC. 
Maori require higher densities of fish, and larger fish, for adequate mahinga kai harvest. 
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Scientists have proposed that areas excluded from commercial fishing (along with other measures) are 
needed to ensure adequate escapement of mature females for spawning. 
DOC are concerned about protection of the two species, and have a position of prohibiting commercial 
fishing on DOC administered areas. 
It is expected that stocks will recover in areas set aside from the pressure of commercial fishing, and these 
could then sustain the customary harvest by Kati Huirapa. 'Ine detail of which specific areas to set aside 
would need to arise from detailed consultation with Kati Huirapa in case there are areas of special interest 
which have not been made known publicly. However, likely areas for consideration include the Wainono 
Lagoon (close to Waihao mame), Opihi mouth and river and tributaries up to several kilometres from the 
coast (close to Arowhenua marae). An extra possibility would be the whole of the Waihao river, which is 
connected with Wainono lagoon. parts of the upper reaches of this river are relatively inaccessible 
for eelers as much access is across privately owned land. The catchment headwaters of the North Branch 
still have significant indigenous cover. 
While some areas are already excluded from commercial fishing through being administered by the 
Department of Conservation, extra exclusion areas beyond the DOC estate would need to be established 
through provisions in the Fisheries Act. Other informal exclusion areas could be maintained in areas where 
landowners effectively control access. 
Management of the commercial fishery through a nationally managed qupta system 
This has been the management system preferred by fisheries managers and fishers for a number of years, but 
implementation has been delayed because of the concerns and Court actions by Maori. Under the 
Settlement Act, 20% of any quota in eels will be allocated to Maori through the Treaty of Waitangi 
Fisheries Commission. This, together with representation by the Commission on statutory fisheries bodies 
enables a significant Maori input to management of the commercial eel fishery. Kati Huirapa input will be 
incorporated through affiliation with the Ngai Tahu iwi. 
It is expected that other recommendations from the review of fishery, such as maximum size limits and a 
conservative Total Allowable Catch will be incorporated into any quota system. Also, the closed areas 
proposed above would need to be established within this national framework. 
Crown administer trllditional and recreational fisheries through Conservation Act 
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This will enable legal expression of Treaty guarantees, but without the need for formal regulation. Detailed 
regulations, and policing, for the control of the non-commercial eel harvest do not appear to be necessary, 
as there is currently very little Pakeha interest in recreational fishing of these species. The only harvest 
pressure will come from mahinga kai take, which needs a reasonable quantity of older fish for adequate 
harvest, and is thus unlikely to deplete stocks. Kati Huirapa will be able to carry out customary fishing 
activities according their own preferences with legal protection, but without needing to be concerned about 
precisely specifying these in regulations. 
Structuring administration in this way will bring all recreational and traditional freshwater fishing into the 
jurisdiction of one Crown agency, and this is a step towards addressing Maori concerns about fragmentation 
of responsibility among a bewildering number of agencies. The most pressing concerns for the fishery, 
apart from commercial harvest, are habitat protection and restoration - which clearly fall within DOC's 
focus. Another advantage in DOC responsibility is its ongoing 'on-the-ground' presence of local staff in 
established Field Centres. Staff at Raukapuka Field Centre at Geraldine are already in regular contact with 
Kati Huirapa people. 
It should be noted that Maori who are not affiliated with Kati Huirapa (ie who are non tangata whenua), 
will be subject to the same rules for recreational eel fishing as Pakeha, since traditionally fishing rights were 
localised to whanau and hapu. 
To formally implement this change of jurisdiction, amendments will be required to the Fisheries Act, 
Settlement Act, and perhaps Conservation Act. 
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Co-operative work to promote status and habitat 
The protection and development of eel habitat, and the re-establishment of access of eels to habitat are 
matters of significance and importance to all of those with an interest in the eel resource. A fundamental 
step towards achieving this would be the improvement of the image and status of eels among Pakeha. To 
promote these objectives, it appears that an ongoing working party made up of representatives of all parties 
with a potential int1uence on their achievement could be established. Meetings of the working party could 
take place at the marae, underlining the value of the eel resource to Maori, and their kaitiaki role for eels in 
the area. DOC should be the lead Crown agency, as it has prime responsibility for promotion of habitat 
protection. 
Matters to be addressed by the working party would include: 
Establishing eels as something to be valued rather than something to be despised. This will 
involve education of the population at large of the significance to Maori and to industry of the 
eel resource, of threats to the resource. Management arrangements should also be made 
known, so that the public can assist with compliance monitoring. 
.. Re-establishing access for migrating fish to all waters from which they have been excluded, 
and perhaps introduction to some new waters. Of obvious significance in this regard for 
South Canterbury is re-establishing access to the Waitaki system, where access has been 
closed off through hydro-electric development. This work would involve close liaison with 
ECNZ. This could involve both short term measures to enable elvers access to at least some 
lakes (by bucketing if necessary), and also longer term investigation into managing 
downstream migration. Such management could involve some harvest of smaller migrants. 
Co-operative work in restocking the lakes might result in some lakes being available for 
commercial harvest, and some reserved for customary harvest by Katl Huirapa. 
Another matter of access is the natural barrier posed by the Rangitata gorge. By introducing 
elvers above the gorge another large area of potential habitat would be made available to the 
species. Such an introduction would have to be subject to an assessment of effects on an 
essentially eel-free habitat. 
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.. promotion of habitat maintenance and enhancement. This would include education about 
drainage operations, wetland creation, and other measures. During the winter months eels are 
relatively inactive and likely to be destroyed when lifted from waterways in cleaning 
operations. Wethlnds created for a whole range of other purposes, such as duck ponds or 
effluent polishing may also provide suitable eel habitats. Attention to the design of culverts 
can facilitate elver access to areas above the culvert. 
.. facilitation of establishment of 'patches' for commercial eel fishers. This apparently already 
happens in many areas, but would allow individuals to manage the resource more 
conservatively. Such informal co-operative arrangements are seen as the only viable way of 
achieving such management of the resource. 
Potential Problems with this approach 
1. Enforcement of non-commercial zones. 
The eel fishery presents difficulty for enforcement of any controls on the activities of fishers, since fishers 
have physical access to wide areas. Enforcement officers have no hope of monitoring all areas. For this 
reason. a wide range of people need to be involved in compliance monitoring. This would include people 
who live and work adjacent to elosed areas, DOC officers, Fisheries Officers, Fish & Game Council staff, 
Regional Council staff, and a well informed general public. Also, the siting and size of areas need to take 
into account considerations of policing and enforcement. Areas which are subject to a greater degree of use 
by a range of people will allow more informal monitoring than public areas which are isolated and not 
visited by people. 
2. Distrust of Maori fishers operating in non-commercial zones 
Commercial fishers may distrust that MaOli fishers operating inside the non-commercial areas are not 
including some of this catch within the commercial catch. 
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Commercial operations are likely to be on a larger scale, and of a different character, than customary 
fishing. This may allow those who are monitoring compliance (see above) to distinguish activities. 
Commercial fishers need to keep their fish alive for sale to processors, whereas customary fishers do not. 
Also, Maori will be concerned to maintain stocks for their traditional harvest, and any commercial harvest 
by them will compromise this. 
Final Discussion 
The above proposal is thought to be a relatively straightforward, pragmatic approach to eel management in 
South Canterbury. It better reflects the partnership of the Treaty than the current situation, enabling 
protection of the species, the re-establishment of a (perhaps limited) customary harvest, and ongoing 
development of a (perhaps limited) commercial eel industry. 
It expects that over time the predominant Pakeha culture will change the way it understands and values eels. 
This will further encourage activities and actions which will enhance both the state of the resource, and· 
better appreciation and support of Kati Huirapa cultural values. At the same time participation in the 
commercial fishery will enable Ngai Tahu to enter more fully into the economy. In this way there may be 
an enrichment of both cultures, which is surely the aim of those who promote the concept of biculturalism. 
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Appendix 1 
The Two Versions of the Treaty of Waitangi 
1. English Version 
Preamble 
Her Majesty, Victoria, Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, regarding with her Royal 
Favour the Native Chiefs and Tribes of New Zealand, and anxious to protect their just Rights and Property, 
and to secure to them the enjoyment of Peace and Good Order, has deemed it necessary, in consequence of 
the great number of Her Majesty!s Subjects who have already settled in New Zealand, and the rapid 
extension of Emigration both from Europe and Australia which is still in progress to constitute and appoint 
a functionary properly authorised to treat with the Aborigines of New Zealand for the recognition of Her 
Majesty's Sovereign authority over the whole or any part of these islands. Her Majesty therefore being 
desirous to establish a settled form of Civil Government with a view to averting the evil consequences 
which must result from the absence of necessary Laws and Institutions alike to the Native population and to 
her subjects has been graciously pleased to empower and authorise me William Hobson, a Captain in Her 
Majesty's Royal Navy, Consul, and Lieutenant-Governor of such parts of New Zealand as may be or 
hereafter shall be ceded to her Majesty, to invite the confederated and independent Chiefs of New Zealand 
to concur in the following Articles and Conditions. 
Article the first 
The Chiefs of the Confederation of the United Tribes of New Zealand and the separate and independent 
Chiefs who have not become members of the Confederation, cede to Her Majesty the Queen of England, 
absolutely and without reservation, all the rights and powers of Sovereignty which the said Confederation or 
Individual Chiefs respectively exercise or possess, or may be supposed to exercise or possess over their 
respective Territories as the sole Sovereigns thereof. 
Article the second 
Her M~esty the Queen of England confirms and guarantees to the Chiefs and Tribes of New Zealand and to 
the respective families and individuals thereof, the full exclusive and undisturbed possession of the Lands 
and Estates, Forests, Fisheries, and other properties which they may collectively or individually posscss, so 
long as it is their wish and desire to maintain the same in their possession; but the Chiefs ofthe United 
Tribes and the individual Chiefs yield to her Majesty the exclusive right of Pre-emption over such lands as 
the proprietors thereof may be disposed to alienate, at such prices as may be agreed upon bctween the 
respective proprietors and persons appointed by Her Majesty to treat with them in that behalf. 
Article the third 
In consideration thereof, Her Majesty the Queen of England extends to thc Nativcs of New Zealand Her 
Royal Protection and imparts to them all the rights and privileges of British subjects. 
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The Two Versions of the Treaty of Waitangi 
2. Maori version (A literal English translation of the Maori text) 
VICTORIA, the Queen of England, in her kind (gracious) thoughtfulness to the Chiefs and Hapus of New 
Zealand, and her desire to preserve to them their chieftainship and their land, and that peace and quietness 
may be kept with them, because a great number of the people of her tribe have settled in this country, and 
(more) will come, has thought it right to send a chief (officer) as one who will make a statement to 
(negotiate with) Maori people of New Zealand. Let the Maori chiefs accept the governorship 
(KAWANATANGA) of the Queen over all parts ofthis country and the islands. Now, the Queen desires to 
arrange the governorship lest evils should come to the Maori people and the Europeans who are living here 
without law. Now, the Queen has been pleased to send me, William Hobson, a Captain in the Royal Navy 
to be Governor for all places in New Zealand which are now given up or which shall be given up to the 
Queen. And she says to the Chiefs of the Confederation of the Hapus of New Zealand and the other chiefs, 
these are the laws spoken of. 
Article the first 
The Chiefs of the confederation, and all these chiefs who have not joined in that Confederation give up to 
the Queen of England for ever all the Governorship (KA WANATANGA) of their lands. 
Article the second 
The Queen of England agrees and consents (to give) to the Chiefs, hapus, and all the people of New 
Zealand the full chieftainship (rangatiratanga) of their lands, their villages and all their possessions (taonga; 
everything that is held precious) but the Chiefs give to the Queen the purchasing of those pieces of land 
which the owner is willing to sell, subject to the arranging qf payment which will be agreed to by them and 
the purchaser who will be appointed by the Queen for the purpose of buying for her. . 
Article the third 
This is the arrangement for the consent to the governorship of the Queen. The Queen will protect all the 
Maori people of New Zealand, and give them all the same rights as those of the people of England. 
